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Good morning, my name is Jennifer Breen, and I am honored to be here today. I have

been a tax practitioner for over fifteen years and have spent time as an attorney for the Internal

Revenue Service (the “IRS”), in-house as a member of a corporate tax department, and as an

outside advisor to taxpayers. I am currently a tax partner with the law firm of Morgan, Lewis &

Bockius, LLP, in Washington, D.C., where my practice includes representing taxpayers involved

in examinations before the IRS.

I appear before you today in my capacity as Vice Chair for the Administrative Practice

Committee of the American Bar Association Section of Taxation. This statement is presented on

behalf of the Section of Taxation. It has not been approved by the House of Delegates or the

Board of Governors of the American Bar Association. Accordingly, it should not be construed

as representing the policy of the Association.
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The Section on Taxation appreciates the opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss examinations of small business taxpayers by the IRS, and it is honored to serve as a

resource to the Committee on this topic.

American Bar Association Section of Taxation

The Section of Taxation is comprised of more than 17,000 members. Our members

include attorneys who work in law firms, corporations and other businesses entities, government,

non-profit organizations, academia, accounting firms, and other multidisciplinary organizations.

Our members provide advice on virtually every substantive and procedural area of the tax

law, and interact regularly with the IRS and other government agencies and offices responsible

for administering and enforcing such laws. Many of our members, including myself, have

served in positions at the IRS, the Department of the Treasury, the Tax Division of the

Department of Justice, and the Congressional tax writing committees.

Examinations of Small Business Taxpayers: A Background

The IRS’s Small Business/Self-Employed Division (“SB/SE”) is one of four IRS

operating divisions. It has responsibility for approximately 57 million taxpayers, including 41

million self-employed individuals and 9 million small corporations (those having $10 million or

less in assets)1. SB/SE’s enforcement responsibilities include examining individual and business

tax returns to detect misreporting2. Examinations, or “audits” as they are often called, consist of

a review of a taxpayer’s books, records, and other data to ascertain the correctness of any return

or to make a return where one was not made by the taxpayer. Examinations are authorized by

1 The IRM states the mission of SB/SE is “to help small business and self-employed
taxpayers understand and meet their tax obligations, while applying the tax law with integrity
and fairness to all.” IRM 1.1.16.1.1.
2 SB/SE also has enforcement responsibility for estate, gift, fiduciary, excise and most
employment tax returns.
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Internal Revenue Code section 7602, which gives the Secretary of the Department of the

Treasury, the IRS’s parent agency, authority to conduct such examinations.

In the IRS’s 2015 fiscal year3, the IRS closed approximately 1.3 million examinations.4

Of those examinations, over 300,000 were examinations of small business returns, with the

majority of those returns reflecting a total income of under $1,000,000, and over 200,000 of

these returns reflecting income of under $200,000.5 These audits resulted in over $4 billion of

the $25 billion in total recommended additional taxes across all IRS examinations during the

2015 fiscal year.6

Examinations provide the IRS with an important tool to identify noncompliance in

reporting tax obligations and help to enhance voluntary reporting compliance. In so doing,

examinations help to reduce the “tax gap,” which is defined as the amount of tax liability that is

not paid voluntarily and timely. Earlier this year, the IRS estimated that the gross tax gap for the

2008-2010 time period (the most current estimates available) was $458 billion and that $52

billion would eventually be collected, resulting in a net tax gap of $406 billion.7

3 The IRS operates on a fiscal year running from October 1 through September 30.
4 Statistics from the IRS 2015 fiscal year, Internal Revenue Service Data Book, 2015,
Publication 55B, March 2016. For purposes of the numbers contained herein as they pertain to
small business returns, the following categories of returns were included: 1) individual income
tax returns reporting Schedule C business activity with positive income of $1,000,000 or less and
small corporations with total assets of under $10,000,000. These numbers do not include
partnership returns, as the data presented by the IRS to date does not distinguish between large
and small business partnerships for the IRS’s 2015 fiscal year.
5 Id.
6 Id.
7 Tax Gap Estimates for Tax Years 2008-2010, Internal Revenue Service, April 2016.
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The Examination Process

I. Selection for Examination8

After a return is filed, SB/SE uses a variety of methods to identify whether a return

should be identified for potential examination. These methods include the use of a computer

scoring program (called the “Discriminant Index Function” or “DIF”9) and other methods, such

as internal and external referrals, the use of data matching (where the information reported to the

IRS from third parties is matched against the information reported by the taxpayer), and random

identification. Many of the methods used by the IRS use some form of automation to determine

which returns should be selected, and most, but not all, involve some form of manual review to

further evaluate which returns have audit potential. These selection methods create a pool of

returns that the IRS has identified for possible audit.

Revenue Agents and other IRS employees then conduct a review of the pooled returns in

a procedure known as “classification”.10 During the classification procedure, an employee

determines whether a return warrants an audit through a review of the information reported on

8 This testimony focuses on the general processes utilized by the SB/SE operating division
of the IRS, as it is the division responsible for conducting examinations of small business
taxpayers. Other operating divisions, such as the Large Business & International (“LB&I”)
division, may utilize different or additional processes not addressed herein.
9 DIF, as referenced in the IRS’s procedures manual, the Internal Revenue Manual
(“IRM”), is a mathematical technique used to score income tax returns for examination potential.
These formulas were developed based upon National Research Program data. Each return
measured under DIF receives a DIF score by assigning weights to certain basic return
characteristics. Generally, returns with the highest DIF scores are screened for examination
potential. The DIF formulas are confidential in nature and for official use only. See IRM
4.1.3.2.
10 See IRM 4.1.5, Classification and Case Building, for more detailed information regarding
the classification process.
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the return.11 During this stage, the taxpayer is not notified of the potential for selection, and if

the employee classifying the return finds no issues, the IRS will take no further action on the

return at that time. The returns that are identified during this process as warranting further

review then become available to assign for examination. The IRS reviews more returns than are

selected for audit to ensure that it has enough returns that are available for examination when

staff become available to be assigned to an examination.12 Due to limited resources, the IRS will

only examine a limited number of the returns filed, making the classifier’s role critical to ensure

resources are used effectively.

II. The Examination

During the classification process outlined above, returns selected for potential

examination are also sorted for one of two types of possible audit, a “Correspondence Audit” or

a “Field Audit,” based upon guidelines set forth by the IRS. Both of these examinations are

discussed in detail below. Of the over 300,000 examinations completed for small businesses in

2015, approximately 160,000, or over half, were conducted as a correspondence audit and the

remainder were conducted as a field audit.13

A. Correspondence Audits

Correspondence audits, also called “Campus Examinations,” are the most basic type of

audit and are conducted exclusively by mail. These examinations are conducted through one of

11 The criteria that classifiers use to decide what issues should be sent for audit are
generally set forth in IRM 4.1.5 and IRM 4.19.11.
12 GAO, IRS Return Selection: Certain Internal Controls for Audits in the Small Business
and Self-Employed Division Should be Strengthened, GAO-16-103: Published December 16,
2015 (Publically Released January 13, 2016).
13 Statistics from the IRS 2015 fiscal year, Internal Revenue Service Data Book, 2015,
Publication 55B, March 2016.
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four “campus” locations, commonly referred to as “service centers,” that are located in

Brookhaven, New York; Cincinnati, Ohio; Memphis, Tennessee; and Ogden, Utah.

Once a return has been selected for a correspondence audit, an IRS analyst will review

the return to ensure it adheres to the selection rules embedded in the automated processes, and

then the return is assigned to a campus through automated processes. Generally, this means

there is no further review by a manager or oversight group to determine whether to assign, hold,

or screen out returns.14

Once assigned to a campus, examinations are initiated by a standard boilerplate letter, the

“initial contact letter,” which is mailed to the taxpayer to notify them that they have been

selected for examination, provide them with a list of items to be verified, and with a copy of

IRS’s Publication 3498-A, The Examination Process (Audits by Mail). As these notices are

computer generated, there is virtually no customization with respect to the taxpayer, the

taxpayer’s business activities, or the possible issues that have triggered the examination. Rather,

the initial request is generic in nature and requires the taxpayer to provide a variety of records to

the IRS.15 A taxpayer must respond within 30 days by mailing copies of the requested

documentation to a general address for the campus conducting the examination. Should a

taxpayer have any questions regarding this initial letter, they are directed to call a general

number or write to the campus’s general address, as the case has not yet been assigned to a

specific campus examiner at this point in the process.

14 GAO, IRS Return Selection: Certain Internal Controls for Audits in the Small Business
and Self-Employed Division Should be Strengthened, GAO-16-103: Published December 16,
2015. Publically Released January 13, 2016.
15 Generally, the first request seeks general records including the following: chart of
accounts; Year-end workpapers which reconcile the taxpayer’s books to the tax return; adjusted
closing trail balance; year-end adjusting journal entries and closing entries, the general ledger;
bank statements, duplicate deposit slips and canceled checks for all bank accounts; and copies of
financial statements.
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Once a taxpayer responds, the correspondence is placed in a queue to be assigned to a

campus examiner, who will notify the taxpayer that the response was received. This process can

take months, often due to the number of cases in the queue. Sometimes, a taxpayer is forced to

resend the correspondence as the original information mailed cannot be located by the IRS.

In some instances, after submitting the requested information, taxpayers will receive

notification that nothing more is needed and that their examination is being closed with no

changes. However, in many instances, the examiner will contact the taxpayer with further issues

or requests due to the records provided or a dispute over a matter of law. Unfortunately, in many

examinations, the quality of the taxpayer’s response to the requests made by the IRS, as well as

the agent’s understanding of the position taken by the taxpayer, is impacted by the fact that all

discussions between the two parties are undertaken through correspondence and limited

telephonic communication (if any), rather than face-to-face conversations.

If a taxpayer fails to respond at any point in the process, the IRS will send a second

notice. If it receives no reply at that time, the IRS will then issue a statutory notice of deficiency,

also known as a “90-day letter.” At the end of 90 days, the IRS will assess the tax, and any

penalties and interest associated therewith and send a Notice and Demand for payment, unless

the taxpayer petitions the Tax Court for a redetermination of the asserted deficiency.

As a whole, the IRS conducted the majority of its 2015 audits, 72.6 percent, via

correspondence. As noted above, with respect to small businesses, over half of these audits were

done via correspondence. For some types of small business taxpayers, this percentage is even

higher. For example, of the nearly 170,000 small business taxpayers reporting gross receipts of

under $100,000 that underwent an audit in 2015, more than 65% underwent a correspondence

audit.
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B. Field Audits16

Field audits are generally conducted through direct contact with the taxpayer or the

taxpayer’s representative through a combination of face-to-face meetings, telephone calls, and

written correspondence. SB/SE conducts these types of examinations through field offices

located in seven regional areas across the United States. When classifying a return to determine

whether to identify it for a potential field audit, the employee considers whether the issue would

likely require an on-site inspection of a taxpayer’s books, records, or assets, whether extensive

time is anticipated to complete an audit, and whether the issues appear complex. In such

instances, IRS guidance recommends that a field audit should be considered over one conducted

via correspondence.

For cases that are referred to the field for examination, the inventory provided to each

office is generally reviewed by a group manager, who has the discretion to assign, hold, or

screen out returns for audit based upon resource constraints or priority of the workload.17 The

group manager then assigns each case to an agent who will conduct the examination. Once

assigned, the agent will notify the taxpayer that its return has been selected for examination and

will provide it with a list of documents the agent has identified for review through an

Information Document Request (“IDR”). While these lists are often customized with documents

the agent has identified as required based upon his or her preliminary review of the return, this

request also contains boilerplate items agents are required to seek regardless of the issue or

16 This testimony focuses on the general processes utilized by the SB/SE operating division
of the IRS, as it is the division responsible for conducting examinations of small business
taxpayers. Other operating divisions, such as LB&I, utilize different or additional processes not
addressed here.
17 GAO, IRS Return Selection: Certain Internal Controls for Audits in the Small Business
and Self-Employed Division Should be Strengthened, GAO-16-103: Published December 16,
2015. Publically Released January 13, 2016.
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issues the agent has identified for examination or the nature of the taxpayer’s business.18 The

letter will suggest a date and time for the first meeting with the taxpayer or the taxpayer’s

representative, at which the taxpayer is expected to produce the records requested for the agent’s

review.

At the outset of the examination, and generally at the first meeting with the taxpayer, the

agent will also spend time asking the taxpayer a series of questions. Some of these questions

will have been customized through the agent’s development of the case. However, often these

questions are boilerplate and are required by SB/SE guidelines for procedures and techniques

that should be used in every examination, regardless of the issues or type of taxpayer involved.

After the agent has reviewed the initial information and met with the taxpayer, in some

instances, taxpayers will receive notification from the examiner that nothing more is needed and

that their examination is being closed with no changes. However, in many instances, the

examiner will contact the taxpayer with further issues he or she has identified or for additional

documents to be requested through subsequent IDRs.

C. Completion of an Audit

Both correspondence and field audits can be concluded in one of three ways: as a “No

Change,” as “Agreed,” or as “Unagreed.”

18 Similar to the boilerplate requests made in a correspondence audit, the first request in a
field audit generally seeks general records including the following: chart of accounts; year-end
workpapers which reconcile the taxpayer’s books to the tax return; adjusted closing trail balance;
year-end adjusting journal entries and closing entries, the general ledger; bank statements,
duplicate deposit slips and canceled checks for all bank accounts; and copies of financial
statements. In addition, this request also usually seeks all related returns. For example, if the
taxpayer under audit is a partner in a partnership, the initial request will seek copies of the
partnership’s returns, or if the taxpayer under audit is a partnership, the initial request will seek
copies of all of the partners’ returns as well.
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A No Change resolution means that during the examination the taxpayer was able to

substantiate that all of the items being reviewed on the return were correctly reported and the

examination results in no changes. While the IRS did not tabulate data reflecting the total

percentage of No Change examinations that occurred in 2015, it did report statistics as broken

down by specific types of taxpayers. In nearly every instance of small business taxpayer

examinations, No Changes occurred more frequently in cases for which a correspondence audit

was conducted. Additionally, for some groups of small business taxpayers, the likelihood of

completing a correspondence examination that resulted in no changes was high. For example, of

the 13,684 business returns with total positive income of under $200,000 and total gross receipts

of over $200,000 that were selected for examination, 2,135 were subjected to a correspondence

audit and over half of the examinations resulted in no change.19

An examination that has concluded as Agreed means the IRS has proposed changes and

the taxpayer understands and agrees with the changes. If a taxpayer agrees with the audit

findings, the taxpayer will be asked to sign the examination report or a similar form, depending

on the type of audit conducted. If money is owed, the taxpayer will be required to make a

payment or seek to utilize one of the payment options offered by the IRS, if one is available.20

Of the over 300,000 small business cases closed in 2015, roughly 4% closed in agreement.

Finally, cases that are closed as Unagreed are those where the IRS has proposed changes

with which the taxpayer has disagreed. If the taxpayer does not agree with the findings, a

conference with a manager may be requested for further review, the taxpayer may seek review

by the IRS Office of Appeals or may seek to use one of the IRS’s Appeals Mediation Programs.

19 Statistics from the IRS 2015 fiscal year, Internal Revenue Service Data Book, 2015,
Publication 55B, March 2016.
20 See Publication 594, The IRS Collection Process, for more information regarding these
options.
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Conclusion

In 2015, the IRS examined a total of approximately 1.4 million tax returns, and a large

part of these returns were associated with small businesses across the United States. Although

the experience of an examination by the IRS can require time and attention and cause uncertainty

for the taxpayer, examinations are an important tool for the IRS to identify noncompliance in

reporting tax obligations, help to reduce the tax gap, and enhance voluntary reporting

compliance.

The IRS outlines the examination process on its website and in Publication 556,

Examination of Returns, Appeal Rights, and Claims for Refund, for taxpayers who have never

experienced an examination. The examination process nevertheless can be confusing and time

consuming. Consequently, taxpayers often are unsure about what to expect and how to proceed.

Unlike the Large Business and International (“LB&I”) Division, SB/SE does not have a public

“Examination Process” statement whereby the Division provides an organizational approach for

examinations from the first contact through the final stages of issue resolutions, nor does it have

directives requiring discussions with taxpayers around certain examination procedures, such as

the issuance of IDRs.

Regardless of the type of examination a small business taxpayer experiences, establishing

good accounting and recordkeeping will help a taxpayer prepare for an examination, should one

arise, and help to put the taxpayer in a position to effectively and efficiently respond to any

issues raised by the examiner. Good record keeping is not enough, however. It is also important

to be cooperative and responsive to all IRS notices and requests for information.
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Last year, the IRS, including SB/SE, announced its “Future State Initiative.”21 Through

this initiative, SB/SE has indicated that it is looking for ways to find better and more efficient

ways of doing business, including using technology to transform the examination process. It has

identified possible changes to include the use of digital notifications of possible examination at

early stages shortly after filing, the use of limited-issue examinations based upon specific aspects

of a taxpayer’s return, and the ability for taxpayers and their representatives to exchange

necessary information electronically with an agent during an examination. Efforts such as these

should lead to improvements in the examination process and help the IRS examine taxpayers

more effectively and efficiently.

Thank you for affording me the opportunity to be here today to provide the Committee

with this information. I look forward to your questions.

21 “Future State Initiative” Internal Revenue Service, February 22, 2016.
https://www.irs.gov/uac/newsroom/future-state-initiative (September 11, 2016).


